
Mobile App Development Trends 2021 – Are Apps the Key to a
 Successful Business? 

Mobile applications have changed our lives in past years. From businesses building apps 
solely for publicity to apps becoming juggernauts in terms of ROI and customer connection, 
mobile applications are now deemed essential for companies due to their tremendous utility 
and popularity. 

In fact, Mobile applications are supposed to generate approximately $189 billion US 
dollars in revenue in 2021, according to Statista. 

The Evolution of Mobile Applications 

Furthermore, many experts have stated that mobile app development is among the 
fastest-growing industries, and it shows no evidence of slowing down. 



(Note: Use this or make a similar one)

Mobile applications have grown to one of the most essential tools for modern business success. 
Research from "We are social," done in conjunction with Hootsuite, suggests   consumers spend 
more time online on mobile than on any other device. Surprisingly, 90% of this mobile time is spent 
on applications That means if you are looking for exposure and a way to connect with customers, 
mobile apps could be a useful tool. 

State of mobile app development in 2021 

 According to Statista:

 In fact, more people own a cell phone than a toothbrush

Mobile devices currently account for 70% of mobile traffic and 75% of emails are 
being opened on mobile devices.

There are 2.6 million downloadable apps in the Google Play Store and almost 2 
million in the App Store.

The mobile app market is set to grow by 385% by 2021.

In 2021, there will be about 7 billion mobile users worldwide.

By 2022, App Store users will increase 92% to $ 157 billion.

The accessibility of mobile devices is seen in changes in user’s behavior. According to Google, 
80% of smartphone users are more likely to purchase from companies with mobile apps or 
sites that help them quickly answer their questions.



A breakdown of each mobile app vertical provides wildly different insights into how consumers 
engage with mobile applications. The retention rate, the duration of the session, and the in-app 
activity vary with each vertical and category. 

Trends by Vertical

Banking and FinTech

Food and Restaurants 

In 2020 Banking and FinTech app downloads hit a record 4.6 billion downloads. 
Time spent in finance apps during 2020 was up 45% worldwide outside of China in 
2020 year-over-year. 

In 2020 food delivery and takeout apps flourished. Users clocked an estimated 128
 billion session when it came to ordering foods off apps.

In the United States, food delivery apps witnessed year-over-year growth of 60% in 
Q4 2020.  

Travel

In the US, outdoor exploration apps recreation.gov and Geocaching saw strong download 
growth at 255% and 75%, respectively, to top 2.7 million downloads, 
indicating a desire for outdoor activities. 

Health and Fitness

Medical app downloads grew 50 percent year-over-year — spurred by demand for 
COVID-tracing and telehealth apps. Downloads surpassed 3.2 billion across 
Health & Fitness and Medical apps.  
Demand for at-home exercise spurs growth in mobile’s share of wallet, 30% Growth 
Year-Over-Year in Consumer Spend to $2 billion.  

Retail

Collectively people spent 82 billion hours on shopping apps in 2020. That is an increase 
of 30% growth from 2019.   

Americans spent $53.2 billion on mobile retail apps between November 1 and December 
9. This was 55% growth year over year.   

Combined social commerce (Instagram, Pinterest) and live shopping are poised to be 
a $2 trillion market by 2024.    



Mobile Applications Beyond 2021:

Mobile applications have grown to one of the most essential tools for modern business success. 
Research from "We are social," done in conjunction with Hootsuite, suggests   consumers spend 
more time online on mobile than on any other device. Surprisingly, 90% of this mobile time is spent 
on applications That means if you are looking for exposure and a way to connect with customers, 
mobile apps could be a useful tool. 

For example, certain advancements, like beacon technology, allow businesses to help their customers 
make decisions based on a customer’s location. For example, beacon technology can help you locate 
a store selling a specific product through a mobile application, but that isn’t it.

Phones can receive signals and provide relevant information and guidance for users based on loca-
tion, needs, and even temperature. The greatest potential for your business and technologies like 
beacon is in the marketing industry, as it can increase the connection points between users and 
companies.



Imagine this. You google a pair of shoes that you must have, but you aren’t sure they
are the right fit, and you need to go try them on physically.  

But while you are on the way to the shoe store halfway across town, your phone can show 
you which shops closer by have the shoes you want at an even better price. 

Seems like a great idea, right? Well, beacon technology makes that idea into a reality. 

It is not just retail getting a mobile application revitalization. Healthcare, finance, marketing, and 
education are about to undergo significant changes in the way they communicate between service 
providers and consumers.  

Remote healthcare was really spurred on by the COVID-19 pandemic, and it has already had a major 
evolution. One where doctors can monitor patients outside their clinical settings through a medical 
device medium and enable patients to send healthcare data in real-time.

From finances to daily tasks, marketing, and digital security, the need for good mobile applications, 
integrated with the right technologies, seems to be only be increasing.  As a result, when you are 
finding a mobile application developer, you must do your due diligence in finding a partner that can 
create a mobile app which fulfils both your business goals and prepares you for the future.

At Dash Technologies Inc, we pride ourselves on creating a collaborative environment for both our 
team and our clients. For over 10 years, we have created highly customized Android, IOS, and Hybrid 
apps to help find and fulfil our clients’ business needs.

Our partners at Vito, EVV Plus, and Truck and Driver have used their applications to make the world a 
safer and more connected place. Whether it’s connecting with your doctor, yourself, or your truck 
driver, Dash has a solution for you. 



About Dash Technologies
Dash provides Development as a Service (DaaS), delivering programming and coding on a project 
basis that connects machine learning, data science, and artificial intelligence to apps, websites, 
existing products, or future concepts.

Whether you’re a start-up or a Fortune 500 company, we’ll deliver programming and coding 
tailored to your project, so you can focus on the vision—and let us handle the execution. Want to 
see what we can do for you? Contact us at info@dashtechinc.com.

“Advancement and technology go hand-in-hand. In business, if we fail to evolve, we run the 
risk of becoming obsolete. Dash Technologies’ goal isn’t to hit a bottom-line, rather it’s to 
help other businesses grow, evolve, and expand while we take care of the more technical 
aspects.” - Shani Bhavsar CEO/CTO


